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Quasirelativistic transition property calculations by the intermediate Hamiltonian method:
Electronic transition dipole moments and radiative lifetimes in Te2
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We present a quasirelativistic method ofab initio calculations on molecular excited states and electronic
transition moments within the relativistic effective potential approximation, based on the construction of
intermediate Hamiltonians and spin-free one-particle transition density matrices by means of the many-body
multipartitioning perturbation theory. The method is applied to describe the electronic transitions involved in
the radiative decay of theA0u

1 , B0u
1 , and B1u states of Te2. Good agreement of the computed transition

dipole moment functions with their empirical counterparts is achieved. Theoretical radiative lifetime estimates
for several low-lying rovibrational levels of the states under study are reported and compared with experimen-
tal collisionless lifetimes.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The relativistic effective core potential approach@1,2#
combined with the intermediate-coupling correlation tre
ment of the valence-electron subsystem provides a co
nient framework for accurateab initio studies on radiative
electronic transitions in molecules containing heavy ato
A straightforward way to solve the valence-electron probl
through constructing configuration-interaction~CI! expan-
sions of wave functions within the relativistic~double group!
symmetry@3,4# leads to excellent results for small molecul
but is not easily applicable to systems with a rather la
number of electrons because of the rapidly increasing cos
calculations. Moreover, the double group CI generally s
fers from a lack of size consistency. A promising alternat
consists of developing and using quasirelativistic pertur
tive methods@2,5–7# that make use of the nonrelativist
(L-S) symmetry at the most time-consuming stages of c
culations and reduce the size-inconsistency errors. A h
reliability of electronic transition intensities obtained by o
of the methods of this group has been demonstrated in re
papers@7,8#. In most cases, the exploitation ofL-S symme-
tries implies a partial contraction of the many-electron ba
to a subset of low-lying eigenstates of the spin-avera
~scalar relativistic! Hamiltonian. This trick, which is also
widely used in CI-like schemes@9–11#, allows us to drasti-
cally reduce the computations in relativistic symmetries
gives rise to potentially dangerous convergency proble
when large basis sets are employed@11#.

*Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. E
address: ferber@latnet.lv
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The present paper formulates a quasirelativistic proced
of ab initio electronic structure and transition property ca
culations based on the construction of an intermediate~state-
selective! effective Hamiltonian@12# and evaluation of spin-
free transition density matrices by means of the many-b
multipartitioning perturbation theory@13#. This procedure
can be considered as a modification of the perturbative c
putational scheme proposed in Ref.@7#. It retains the numeri-
cal efficiency and approximate size consistency of the or
nal version but avoids the partial contraction of wa
functions after the scalar relativistic stage of calculatio
thus ensuring a more adequate description of the inter
ences of correlations and spin-orbit interactions. Transit
probabilities are estimated through the evaluation of tran
tion electric dipole matrix elements. This approximation no
mally ensures an excellent accuracy of results concerning
spontaneous radiative decay of low-lying excited electro
states of molecules in the presence ofE1-allowed channels,
as well as field-inducedE1-allowed light emission or ab
sorption processes, provided that the intensity of the exte
electromagnetic field and transition energies are not
large. The use of direct transition density-matrix construct
instead of the finite-field technique employed to evalu
transition dipole moments in Refs.@7,8# avoids cumbersome
computations in symmetries lowered by the external field

The method is applied to determine transition dipole m
ment functions and radiative lifetimes of excited electron
states of Te2. This molecule provides an excellent test f
relativistic theoretical approaches because of the comple
of its electronic structure, which is strongly affected by sp
orbit interactions@14#, as well as the availability of detailed
experimental information. Te2 is a convenient object for mo
lecular spectroscopy, serving as a wavelength standard, s
tellurium vapor, being easily obtainable in quartz glass ce

ail
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consists presumably of tellurium dimers exhibiting a den
pattern of intensive transitions in the visible and infrar
spectral region. Energetic and radiative properties of2
have been studied intensively for a variety of low-lying m
lecular states correlating to3P213P2 and 3P213P0,1 states
of separated atoms~see, for example,@15–19# and references
therein!. The combination of existing experimental data
term values, lifetimes, fluorescence intensity distributio
and magnetic properties~g factors@18,20# and Zeeman effec
induced alignment-orientation conversion@19#! allowed to
evaluate the intramolecular interaction parameters and to
tain deperturbed molecular constants and empirical Rydb
Klein-Rees~RKR! B0u

1 , B1u potentials. As far as radiative
properties are concerned, the carefully measured inten
distributions in high-resolution laser-induced fluorescen
~LIF! spectra of Te2 have been used in Refs.@16,18,21# to
deduce the dependences of transition strengths~transition
moments! on the internuclear separation for eight-band s
tems. Lifetime measurements performed for several exc
states@17,22–27# offered the possibility to estimate absolu
transition moment values. At the same time, no reliableab
initio calculations of transition moment functions of Te2 can
be found in the literature; moreover, the accuracy ofab initio
potential-energy functions for the states above 10 000 cm21

~i.e., those of particular importance for the LIF spectrosco!
obtained in Ref.@14# appears to be insufficient for most pu
poses because of severe limitations of the employed com
tational scheme. Reliable theoretical data concerning th
states thus appear to be of interest.

In the present study, we restrict our attention to the tr
sitions involved in the radiative decay of theA0u

1 , B0u
1 ,

andB1u ~in earlier papers referred to asA1u! states of Te2.

II. METHOD

A. Quasirelativistic intermediate Hamiltonians

We assume that the relativity is introduced through re
tivistic effective core potentials~REP’s! and the total
valence-shell HamiltonianH is split into the scalar parth
with spin-averaged REP’s and the effective spin-orbit ope
tor w @1,28,29#. The latter operator is a sum of one-electr
terms describing the spin-dependent deviation of the R
from the spin-averaged potential. Despite its one-body fo
an effective spin-orbit operator extracted from all-electr
full relativistic atomic reference calculations implicitly in
corporates the atomic two-body spin-orbit contribution
Multicenter two-electron spin-orbit integrals are neglect
but this approximation is very reasonable because of
short-range nature of spin-orbit interactions@30#. The Hamil-
tonian is converted into a discretized form in a basis of Sla
determinants built from the solutions of an appropriate sc
relativistic spin-restricted self-consistent-field–like proble

Let us suppose that we are interested inM lowest eigen-
states$ucm&%, m51, . . . ,M ~target V states! of the total
relativistic HamiltonianH and proceed via the calculation o
an intermediate~i.e., state-selective! quasirelativistic effec-
tive Hamiltonian H̃ in a model spaceLP spanned by an
appropriate subset of determinants$uJ&%. In contradiction
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with the commonly used state-universal~Bloch-Brandow!
effective Hamiltonian approach@31#, the model space di-
mension exceeds the number of targetV states so that only a
small number ofH̃ eigenstates will be meaningful. To con
struct the model space, we first choose a reference set c
prising the leading configurations of the targetV states. The
reference configurations should also dominate the exp
sions of h eigenstates strongly overlapping with$ucm&%;
these scalar eigenstates will be referred to as targetL-S
states. Starting from the reference set, the model spac
built by means of a conventional numerical perturbative
lection procedure@32#, which includes inLP the configura-
tions with potentially significant contributions to the targ
L-S states.

In what follows, the spin-orbit interactions outside of th
model space are neglected; in other words, we adopt
approximation

H'h1PwP, ~1!

whereP denotes the projector onto the model space. As
been pointed out in Refs.@29,33#, the selection ofL-S con-
figurations in the absence of the spin-orbit operator is ob
ously not the best way to ensure the validity of this appro
mation. However, the selection procedure@32# is known to
favor the configurations with compact spatial electron dis
butions, which are of importance for a proper description
spin-orbit effects@11#. The reliability of the model~1! at
least for compounds of rowsI -V of the main group element
has been demonstrated in numerous studies~@5,7# and refer-
ences therein!. Moreover, it can be adapted to studies of t
sixth-row element compounds by means of an appropr
extension of theL-S target manifold used in the selectio
@33#.

The quasirelativistic intermediate HamiltonianH̃ is ap-
proximated by the sum

H̃5h̃1PwP, ~2!

whereh̃ is an intermediate Hamiltonian associated with t
scalar Hamiltonianh @12#. The lowest~‘‘main’’ ! eigenstates
of h̃ should accurately reproduce the targetL-S energies and
model-space parts of corresponding wave functions. At
scalar relativistic level of the treatment, a particular defi
tion of the remaining~so-called intermediate! eigenstates of
h̃ does not directly affect the results concerning the tar
L-S states; only an indirect influence through convergen
properties of computational schemes is possible@34#. In con-
trast, this definition becomes important for the related q
sirelativistic problem~2! since the target eigensolutions ca
receive contributions from intermediateL-S states because
of the spin-orbit coupling. For instance, if the intermedia
states incorporate no correlations associated with the c
pling between the model space and its orthogonal com
ment ~outer space!, an energy gap between the main a
intermediateh̃ eigenenergies will naturally cause an unde
estimation of the contributions from these states to the ta
V states. This problem is avoided in principle by introduci
1-2
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QUASIRELATIVISTIC TRANSITION PROPERTY . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW A63 042511
fully correlated intermediate states, i.e., in passing to st
universal effective Hamiltonians@31#; one readily realizes
that Eq. ~2! holds automatically for a second-order sta
universal effective Hamiltonian under the assumption~1!.
Unfortunately, the state-universal formulation of the theo
is not compatible with the present choice of model spa
because of the famous intruder state problem@12#. A more
reliable approach consists of using so-called dressed inte
diate Hamiltonians, which provide a rather accurate co
lated description of low-lying intermediate states and ens
a smooth decrease of accuracy when going up in ene
@34,35#.

In the present work, a dressed intermediate Hamiltonia
constructed by the spin-adapted many-body multipartition
perturbation theory~MPPT!, restricting the expansions afte
the second order. This approach is based on the simultan
use of several quasi-one-electron zero-order Hamilton
@13,36,37#. The Hermitian intermediate Hamiltonian matr
is defined by the formula

^Juh̃uJ8&5^JuhuJ8&1
1

2 (
K: uK&¹LP

^JuhuK&

3S 1

D~J8→K !
1

1

D~J→K ! D ^KuhuJ8&, ~3!

where the energy denominatorsD(J→K) are given by

FIG. 1. Theoretical~solid lines! and empirical~dashed lines!
potential energy functions of several electronic states of Te2. Em-
pirical data have been taken from Refs.@15# (X0g

1 ,X1g ,b0g
1), @45#

(A0u
1), and@18# (B0u

1 ,B1u).
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D~J→K !5 (
r : Nr

K
,Nr

J
~Nr

J2Nr
K!e r

% 2 (
s: Ns

K
.Ns

J
~Ns

K2Ns
J!es

* .

~4!

Here Nr
J and Nr

K denote the occupancy of ther th spatial
orbital in the model-space determinantuJ& and the outer-
space determinantuK &, respectively. The entitiese r

% ,es
* are

the nonrelaxed orbital ionization potentials and electron
finities with opposite signs, defined with respect to t
model-space approximation for the targetL-S states and
properly averaged@36# over all these states involved in th
calculations.

The adopted ansatz~2! for the intermediate Hamiltonian
enables us to take advantage of the nonrelativistic symme
The h̃ matrix has a simple block-diagonal structure with ea
nonzero block corresponding to a definite nonrelativistic s
tial symmetry type and fixed total spin projectionSz . Only
the blocks corresponding to the determinants withSz50 ~or
Sz5

1
2 for a system with an odd number of electrons! are to

be computed directly; the remaining nonzeroh̃ matrix ele-
ments are then readily obtained by means of step-up
step-down spin operatorsŜ1 ,Ŝ2 . At the same time, the
present approach efficiently utilizes the information on t
model-space spin-orbit interactions and properly descri
their interplay with correlation effects due to an uncontrac
nature of the computational scheme~the contributions of the
model-space determinants to$ucm&% are determined by the
final diagonalization!. It is worthwhile to compare it with the
popular quasirelativistic method based on replacing the t
spin-orbit ~SO! operator by its projection onto the subspa

TABLE I. Spectroscopic constants for several excited states
Te2.

State

Te ~cm21! ve(
130Te2) ~cm21! r e ~Å!

Theor. Expt. Theor. Expt. Theor. Expt.

X1g 1760a 1975c 248a 250c 2.554a 2.552c

2229b 216b 2.66b

( i )2g 5457a 235a 2.573a

6383b 199b 2.70b

b0g
1 10358a 9600c 227a 229c 2.596a 2.587c

10446b 182b 2.73b

A0u
1 19456a 19451d 138a 144d 2.886a 2.882d

17052b 142b 3.25b

B0u
1 22131a 22203e 165a 164e 2.821a 2.824e

21606b 131b 3.03b

B1u 22267a 22217e 155a 152e 2.837a 2.840e

22414b

aPresent work.
bReference@14#.
cReference@15#.
dReference@45#.
eReference@18#.
1-3
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A. ZAITSEVSKII, R. FERBER, AND CH. TEICHTEIL PHYSICAL REVIEW A63 042511
of low-lying eigenstates ofh @9#. The results of computa
tions by the latter method with sufficiently small on
electron basis sets rapidly converge with the increase of
number of scalar eigenstates. However, one readily rea
that the representation of the SO operator in terms
boundedh eigenstates is incomplete and one needs als
take into account the contributions from compact autoion
ing states embedded into the continuum. Provided that
basis set is flexible enough to reproduce a large numbe
Rydberg-like states and finite-basis analogs of low-ene
scattered states, which do not strongly interact with the lo
lying states viaw but are located below the autoionizin
states mentioned above, the convergence should becom
tremely slow. This problem does not arise in the pres
treatment since the contributions of all the model-space
terminants to targetV states are determined without any d
rect dependence on their weights in the expansions of ta
L-S states. We should underline that the role of the la
states in our scheme is restricted to the spin-orbit-free c
figuration selection and evaluation of the MPPT ‘‘orbital e
ergies’’ $e r

%%,$es
*%.

Let us finally notice that, by restricting the model-spa
spin-orbit interactions to the linear span of the ma
and low-lying intermediate eigenstates ofh̃, one arrives at
the quasirelativistic computational scheme employed
Refs.@7,8#.

FIG. 2. Ab initio A0u
1→X0g

1 ,X1g ,b0g
1 transition dipole mo-

ment functions~solid lines! and empirical transition moment est
mates as functions ofr centroids@16# †A, empty symbols: original
normalization corresponding tot(A0u

1 , v8511)5670 ns;B, filled
symbols: values renormalized tot(A0u

1 ,v8511)5844 ns@17#‡.
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B. Transition dipole moment calculations

The diagonalization ofH̃ yields the model-space part

$uc̃m&% of the target relativistic wave functions$ucm&%. Pro-
vided that efficient ‘‘diagrammatic’’ algorithms are em
ployed, no explicit approximation for the outer-space proje
tions of $ucm&% is obtained. A convenient way to incorpora
the contributions from these projections to transition pro
erty values consists in a perturbative calculation of transit
density matrices@38#. The first-order approximation for the
spin-free m→n transition density matrixmnr compatible
with the use of the intermediate Hamiltonian~2! and ~3! is
given by

mnr rs5^c̃muÊsruc̃n&1 (
J,J8: uJ&PLP ,uJ8&PLP

^c̃muJ&^J8uc̃n&

3 (
K: uK&¹LP

S ^JuÊsruK&^KuHuJ8&
D~J8→K !

1
^JuHuK&^KuÊsruJ8&

D~J→K !
D , ~5!

cf. Ref. @39#. Here Êsr is the conventional spin-free one
electron excitation operator, which can be expressed in te
of the spin-orbital creation/annihilation operators asÊsr

5asa
† ara1asb

† arb . Since we neglect the spin-orbit couplin

FIG. 3. Calculated partial~dashed lines! and total~solid line!
radiative decay rates ofA0u

1 ,v8 states of Te2 (J8550) as functions
of the vibrational quantum number. Experimental collisionless li
times ~Ref. @17#! for J855065 are marked by filled diamonds.
1-4
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QUASIRELATIVISTIC TRANSITION PROPERTY . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW A63 042511
between the model space and the outer space, the m
elements of the total HamiltonianH on the right-hand side o
Eq. ~5! are reduced to those of the scalar operatorh, and we
can still make use of the nonrelativistic symmetry during
calculation. The required dipole transition matrix eleme
Dmn are immediately obtained asS rs

mnr rsdsr , whereidsri
is the matrix of the one-electron electric dipole operatord in
the orbital basis. The direct construction of thed operator
compatible with the REP model for the quasirelativis
valence-shell Hamiltonian is not straightforward since
latter operator is not a large-component effective Ham
tonian of two-component all-electron theories. However,
problem is readily bypassed by defining the electric dipole
~minus! the first derivative of the Hamiltonian with respect
the intensity of the external uniform electric field. This de
nition is indirectly justified by highly accurate results
finite-field transition moment calculations in the framewo
of the REP approach@7,8#. In the present work, we restric
our attention to the field-independent~nonpolarizable! REP
model and the differeniation of the Hamiltonian leads to
conventional~coordinate! form of d ~cf. Refs.@9,10#!. Note
that the incorporation of core polarization terms into R
would require us to employ more sophisticated elect
dipole
operators.

C. Details of computation

In the present study, we employed theab initio shape-
consistent REP of LaJohnet al. @28# for small ~Kr-like!
atomic cores of Te atoms, leaving 32-electron wave fu
tions for explicit treatment. The valence Gaussian basis
(6s6p7d2 f )/@4s4p4d2 f # was constructed from the oute
part of the ‘‘all-electron’’ basis for electric property calcula
tions @40# by reoptimizing a few larger exponential param
eters for use with REP’s and addingf functions with expo-
nential parameters 0.5602 and 0.2168. The molec
orbitals ~MO! set was generated by concatenating the
lencelike solutions of the Nesbet-Fock fractional-occupa
self-consistent-field problem̄ sg

4/3pu
8/3pg

8/3sg*
4/3 for the

neutral Te2 molecule and higher-lying virtual orbitals of Te2
1

with subsequent Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization; the pro
dure is similar to that used in Refs.@5#, @7#.

The scalar relativistic calculations were carried out in f
mal AbelianD2h symmetry, while only the inversion sym
metry was taken into account during the spin-orbit treatme
All the L-S states correlating with the two lowest nonrel
tivistic dissociation limits~ 3P13P and 3P11D! were con-
sidered as targets. At the selection step, the corelike 4d or-
bitals Te were kept doubly occupied. The model spa
comprised 1644–2249 Slater determinants with zero s
projection perD2h symmetry type; the corresponding tot
model-space dimension (dimLP) was about 4.33104. Ad-
ditional single-point calculations demonstrated that the
pole moment estimates for intensive transitions are sta
within 1–2% with respect to further extension of the mod
space~up to dimLP'7.63104!. The integral evaluation and
transformation, as well as the spin-orbit-free configurat
selection, were performed by the Toulouse program pack
04251
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PSHF-CIPSI. TheH̃ eigenstates were determined by the mo
fied Davidson method for complex matrices implemented
Ref. @29#.

Resultingab initio transition moment functionsDmn(r ),
along with empirical~RKR! potential-energy data, were use
to evaluate radiative decay rates and lifetimes of exci
A0u

1 , B0u
1 , andB1u states of Te2. To avoid the direct sum-

mation over final vibrational levels without loss of accurac
we employed the approximate sum rule of Tellinghuis
@41,42#. The necessary upper-state rovibrational wave fu

TABLE II. Calculated radiative lifetimest rad and measured tota
lifetimes t ~ns! for several (v8,J8) levels of theA0u

1 , B0u
1 , and

B1u states of130Te2.

State v8 J8 t rad ~Calc.! t ~Expt.!

A0u
1 6 87 898 8006100 @46#

7 41 863 920618 @17#

7 77 876 1047626 @17#

7 109 895 951616 @17#

8 41 848 939626 @17#

8 87 866 839618 @17#

8 730655 @24#

10 51 824 864620 @17#

10 65 829 803620 @17#

11 31 808 810618 @17#

11 53 813 670630 @22#

11 131 856 620650 @46#

11 133 857 876618 @17#

12 53 803 751622 @17#

12 133 846 670640 @23#

13 25 788 775622 @17#

13 53 794 752624 @17#

13 71 800 774612 @17#

13 133 836 160620 @46#

14 89 800 40610 @46#

B0u
1 0 107 59 6465 @22#

0 179 61 7564 @22#

0 9065 @24#

2 71 59 8063 @17#

2 85 60 8765 @17#

3 66 60 8361 @17#

3 99 60 6865 @27#

4 65 61 7661 @17#

5 55 61 7762 @17#

5 103 62 5763 @27#

7 95 63 5565 @27#

8 71 63
8 67.661.1 @24#

9 71 64
9 55.260.7

B1u 2 86 100 10767a @18#

2 96 101 117611a @18#

4 52 106 4964a @18#

4 70 107 1062a @18#

aLifetime for the 1u
2 component.
1-5
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A. ZAITSEVSKII, R. FERBER, AND CH. TEICHTEIL PHYSICAL REVIEW A63 042511
tions were computed by theVIBROT routine from the
MOLCAS-3 program package@43#.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Although both the REP and orbital basis sets employe
our work are suited to accurately describe electronic dis
butions and transition dipole moments rather than electro
energies, it might be of interest to estimate the reliability
the obtained transition energies as functions of the inter
clear separation. Let us first notice that the present sch
ensures a reasonable description of low-lying atomic lev
of Te correlating with the molecular states under study†the
computed energies E(Te, 3P1)54601 cm21 and
E(Te, 3P0)54745 cm21 should be compared with the ex
perimental values 4751 and 4707 cm21, respectively@44#‡.
Figure 1 presents the potential-energy functions for exc
states of Te2 involved in the radiative decay of theA0u

1 ,
B0u

1 , and B1u states derived from theab initio transition
energies and accurate RKR ground-state potential@15#.
These functions check well with their empirical counterpa
@15,18,45# and give rise to reliable estimates of the ma
spectroscopic constants of Te2 ~Table I!. Note that for the
B0u

1 state solid and dashed lines in Fig. 1 are indistingui
able.

The calculatedA0u
1→X0g

1 ,X1g ,b0g
1 transition dipole

moment functions required to describe the radiative deca
the A0u

1 state are plotted in Fig. 2. Our results agree w

FIG. 4. Ab initio B0u
1→X0g

1 ,X1g ,b0g
1 transition dipole mo-

ment functions~solid lines! and empirical transition moment est
mates from Ref.@16#.
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with the relative values andr-centroid dependences of tran
sition moments deduced from experimental spectral inten
distributions in Ref.@16#. Slight systematic deviations of ab
soluteab initio Dmn values from their empirical counterpar
disappear if one replaces the original normalization of e
pirical data based on the lifetime valuet(A0u

1 ,v8511)
5670 ns@22# by that corresponding to a more recent expe
mental estimatet(A0u

1 ,v8511)5844 ns@17#.
The theoretical A0u

1 ,v8→X0g
1 partial decay rates

smoothly increase withv8, implying a similar behavior of
the totalA0u

1 ,v8 radiative decay rates~Fig. 3!. The corre-
sponding radiative lifetimes for relatively smallv8 and J8
are quite close to the experimental collisionless lifetim
~Table II!. A striking discrepancy between the present rad
tive and measured total lifetimes forv8.13 should be attrib-
uted to a strong predissociative decay. It is also highly pr
able that nonradiative intramolecular processes sligh
shorten the measured lifetimes for the levels withv8 below
13, as well as for large angular momentum levels w
any v8.

Figure 4 demonstrates reasonable agreement betwee
presentab initio and empiricalB0u

1→X0g
1 ,X1g ,b0g

1 tran-
sition moment functions. TheB0u

1 radiative decay is
strongly dominated by theB0u

1→X0g
1 channel. In accor-

dance with the experimental findings@17,18,27#, the com-
puted lifetimes~Table II! do not strongly depend onv8. Our
estimates are slightly but systematically smaller than th
reported in Ref.@17#, demonstrating a better agreement w

FIG. 5. Ab initio B1u
1→X0g

1 ,X1g ,(i )2g transition dipole mo-
ment functions~solid lines!. Empirical data are taken from Refs
@16# and @18#.
1-6
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the results of Ferberet al. @22# and Klincareet al. @27#. It is
difficult to judge the sources of disagreement between
perimentalB0u

1 lifetimes presented in@17# and@22,27#. The
B0u

1-B1u
1 mixing due to electron-rotation coupling, bein

the strongest forv850,J85107 @18#, tends to increase th
lifetime of the B0u

1 state. It is probably worth mentionin
that all experiments in@22,27# were performed on fully spec
trally resolved and unambiguously identified rotational lin

The smallness of the computedB1u→X0g
1 ,b0g

1 , (i )2g

transition moments enables us to consider the radiative d
of the B1u state as a one-channelB1u→X1g process„see
Fig. 5; the function corresponding to the very weakB1u

→b0g
1 transition @Dmn„r e(B1u)…50.04 a.u.# is not shown….

The ab initio functions agree quite well with the availab
empirical dependences, and the theoretical estimates
B1u ,v852 lifetimes fairly reproduce the measured valu
~Table II!. Note that the experimental lifetimes are presen
for the B1u

2 component, which, as opposed toB1u
1 , is not

mixed with theB0u
1 state. It is thus highly probable that th

lifetime values forv852 are close to the spontaneous lif
times; see the discussion in Ref.@19#. No catastrophic
changes in theoretical radiative lifetimes occur in passing
higher vibrational levels; this allows us to conclude that
experimentally observed rapid decay ofB1u ,v8.2 levels
@19,27# should be explained by highly competitive nonrad
ative processes.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

The dressed intermediate Hamiltonian concept is use
formulate a second-order perturbative quasirelativis
scheme of electronic structure and transition property ca
lations. The relativistic effects are introduced via core RE
and are restricted to an incomplete model space spanned
numerically selected set of Slater determinants. The eva
tion of effective model-space interactions arising from el
trostatic couplings to the outer space takes advantage o
nonrelativistic symmetries, thus ensuring the computatio
simplicity of the scheme. The independent~fully uncon-
tracted! determination of the contributions of the mode
space determinants to the model wave functions by the fi
diagonalizaton offers the possibility to correctly describe
influence of the correlations on the spin-orbit interactions

The method is applied to compute the transition dip
moment functions required for the description of the rad
s

,

P.
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-
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tive decay of theA0u
1 , B0u

1 , and B1u states of Te2. The
results agree well with the empiricalr-centroid dependence
of transition moments derived from the experimental spec
intensity distributions@16,18#. The radiative lifetime esti-
mates of low-lying rovibrational levels of theA0u

1 , B0u
1 ,

and B1u states of130Te2 deduced from ourab initio transi-
tion moment functions and RKR potential curves fairly r
produce the bulk of the corresponding experimental lifeti
data. One can suppose that in some cases our scheme sl
overestimates the transition dipoles; this is quite natural fo
low-order perturbative approximation that includes no ren
malization terms. However, it should probably be noted t
the level is reached when it is difficult to tell whether th
experimental inaccuracies or drawbacks in the calcula
scheme are responsible for the discrepancies between th
timated and observed radiative data. This suggests tha
new challenge for experimentalists is to strive for more
curate and reliable data, which would allow us to test
theory experimentally. The decay of higher rovibrational le
els is strongly affected by nonradiative processes. A qua
tative theoretical study of such processes will demand a
ther improvement of relative electronic energy estimat
The necessary level of accuracy apparently can be achie
by a refinement of the shape-consistent REP model@47#.

One of the main shortcomings of the described meth
which can give rise to difficulties for the studies of the com
pounds of actinides and superheavy elements, consists in
glecting the repolarization of wave functions by the sp
orbit interactions between the model space and its orthog
complement. These difficulties might be reduced by inclu
ing the spin-orbit operator in the selection procedure~cf.
@29,33#!. It is also possible to partially incorporate the spi
orbit-dependent contributions into the intermediate Ham
tonian by means of the perturbation theory; however, t
should give rise to rather tedious calculations in the rela
istic ~double group! symmetry.
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